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ASYMPTOTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE

RENEWAL MATRIX FOR SOME CLASS OF

INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL RENEWAL EQUATIONS

Abstract

Conditions on the tolimit matrix of measures and on the limit matrix of
full masses of measures are found. Existence of normalized multiplier ρε such,
that on a time scale t/ρε the asymptotic of difference of the renewal matrix
(associated with family of dependency upon a small parameter of matrix-valued
measures with the block-resoluble infinite-dimensional limit matrix of full masses
of measures) on the finite interval is nontrivial is proved.

1. Introduction
In this paper we will consider the transitional phenomena for the multidimen-

tional renewal equation with the block-resoluble infinite-dimensional limit matrix
of full masses of measures . Equations of such type arise up, for example, at the
analysis of the stochastic systems, which assume the asymptotical integration of
state space, in particular,of the high reliable systems, and also of some classes of the
queuing systems in the conditions of small probability of requirement loss. Problems
about integration of phase space of difficult systems considered Korolyuk V.S. and
Turbin A.F. (see [1]). Task for the renewal matrix of irreducible matrix is considered
by Shurenkov V.M. in [2]. Problem for the finite-dimensional case with resoluble
block-diagonal matrix of full masses of measures was considered Nishchenko I.I. in
[3]. In this work opinion for the finite-dimensional case is extended to the infinite-
dimensional case. Conditions on matrix-valued measure F (dt)), at which exists a
time scale, for which difference of the renewal matrix has nontrivial limit are finded.

2. Main part
It will be our task to investigate the asymptotical properties for a family of

matrix-valued renewal functions Hε(t) =
∞∑

n=0
F ε(∗n)(t) as ε → 0, t → ∞. The

principal assumption in relation to F ε(dt) there will be that it weakly converges
to the measure F (dt) as ε → 0. Its matrix of full masses of measures F [0,∞) is
infinite-dimensional resoluble of block-diagonal type.

During all exposition we assume that if all elements of some matrix D(x) =
[Dij(x)] own definite functional property, the matrix D(x) owns this property too.
Matrices with elements |Dij | and

∫
Dij(x)dx are denoted |D| and

∫
D(x)dx accord-

ingly.
Let F ε(dt) is a family of infinite-dimensional matrices, the elements of which are

finite nonnegative measures concentrated on [0,∞) and depend on a small parameter


